
Florence Municipality UNESCO Office started a process of Heritage Impact

Assessment for certain projects and their development on the World Heritage site.
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Such analysis will ensure, in line with the

method presented in the ICOMOS

Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments

for Cultural World Heritage Properties

(2011), measurement of the negative and/or

positive impact of one or more projects on the

Outstanding Universal Value of the property

and the identification of measures required

to mitigate any potentially negative impact.
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HECO (HEritage COlors) 
UNESCO Office of the Municipality of Florence and DIDA - Heritage CityLab
(Department of Architecture of the University of Florence)

General objectives: 
a) to coordinate the operations of maintenance of the monumental complexes 

b) to raise awareness and knowledge of the cultural and historic value of Florence as 
a World Heritage site 



It develop guidelines and applications for use in urban prevention and maintenance operations.
The project ought to be useful for a large fields of application.

- In the sphere of programmed maintenance and prevention, the monitoring of operations carried
out on the architectural heritage makes it possible to plan future controls and operations, setting
alerts when the maximum time between one monitoring and the following one has expired.

- In the framework of management of the art city it is possible to know the economic requirements
for the actions of maintenance and renovation of the facades of the buildings.

- In the area of planning, it is possible to know and visualize the priorities of action for a
conscientious programming of the maintenance actions.

- In the sphere of urban decor, the survey of the colors of the grounds, the cornices and the
basements enables the definition of appropriate methods for the conservation and
enhancement of the building facades, with identification of chromatic matrices, color palettes and
material prototypes.



The analysis is adopted on a
representative urban area especially
for typological buildings and materials
relevant to the Historic Centre of
Florence.

Collection of sample buildings:
- Catalogued: 951 buildings
- Analysed: 319 units of façades

(22% total)







International standards:

- Normal 1/80
- Normal 1/88
- UNI 11182/2006
- ICOMOS-ISCS 2008





1. Type and character of surfaces

2. Chromatism

3. Architectural language



MATRICI CROMATICHE:
Wall colors

MATRICI MINERALI: 
Base and cornice







The project achievements are:

- To monitor the state of conservation of buildings and historic
gardens.

- To indicate the priorities, the criticalities and the methods for a
programmed management.



Estimation of impact
on built heritage of
the historic centre.
Different levels of
priority derived from
surfaces conservation.



Estimation of the impact
on intangible cultural
heritage (colour,
aesthetic-perceptive
valences).
Different levels of visual
alteration derived from
surfaces colour analysis.



Feasibility degree of
conservation intervention in
relation to surfaces
deterioration patterns.
High recoverability means a
smaller amount of resources
for the restoration.



For every level of impact
there are different
typologies of
intervention.

Indices of priority,
recoverability and visual
alteration determine
costs to mq/façade.




